AME Surgical Journal: a journal that hopes to provoke surgeons’ inspiration

Officially launched in May 2012, The Annals of Cardiotoracic Surgery (ACS) is the first AME journal that publishes primarily in the form of narrated surgical videos, which is strikingly well received by readers. However, as if a coin has its two sides, ACS experienced twists and turns in the course of Science Citation Index (SCI) application and it was not until June 20, 2019 that it finally obtained its first impact factor. Undeniably, never is the aim to launch a journal to get a place in the SCI list. Yet, SCI indexation and impact factors are of paramount importance in the development of a journal.

Now, we are going to launch a new journal—AME Surgical Journal (ASJ). Why do I start this? What would be the goals and plans? How far will it go?... A bunch of questions pops into my head, yet there is only one answer to all these—I hope ASJ will become a journal that provokes surgeons’ inspiration.

Surgeons are a group of adorably cute people. It’s not hard to find their chats, even in social meetings, running on surgeries. They like commending and self-commending. For example, while commending a surgeon for being able to perform surgeries quickly, abruptly he might be criticized for not having fine enough skills. While another surgeon is commended for having meticulous skills, expectedly it will be followed by critiques like “he can’t complete two surgeries in a day at this speed” or “the prognosis isn’t necessarily good”.

When I first came into contact with these surgeons, I had a lot of puzzles in my mind—it doesn’t seem right to talk behind someone’s back, does it? What made me more confused was that when I met both surgeons at the same time, they raised their glasses, cheered to each other and drank happily while addressing each other “brothers”.

Until one day, I saw a surgeon walking calmly out of the operating room while having 4/5 of his surgical gown soaked in sweat. First, he assured the patient’s family, “Today’s surgery was a success. Don’t worry!” But then he alerted his fellows, “Elevate level of care in the next 24 h and report to me instantly if seeing anything unusual.” And only after that he explained to me, “Today’s surgery was thrilling! Luckily everyone was well-trained.” He then left to discuss the case with his team.

I was enlightened all in a sudden—the reason why surgeons have their unique style to comment on each other is that they need such “absolute confidence” to bravely manage and perform each surgery well.

Surgeons love learning. They like calling their teachers “masters”. As what Qing Dynasty poet Zhenyu Luo said, “Once a teacher, always a father.” Students should serve their teachers like their fathers. Not only do they have to learn from their teachers’ knowledge and skills, but also their morals and spirits. Every young surgeon will strive to learn and become their master’s right arm (the most important assistant). Apart from this, they also like to learn from others “under the table”. On their desktop there are plenty of surgical videos downloaded, many of which from their masters, peers and even surgeons from another department. Unweariedly, they keep watching these videos over and over again in search of inspiration, as if they are practicing martial arts and almost get obsessed with it.

Surgeons are people with aspirations. Often is the growing path for surgeons very interesting: when they were young, their professors used to say, “If you want to become an excellent surgeon, you must first comprehend anatomy well.” They, therefore, studied anatomy very hard. When they were having master’s and PhD degrees, in order to acquire the knowledge and skills handed down directly from their masters, they did research seriously and wrote papers sedulously, hoping to become their master’s right arm. Often do they go back and forth between basic research and clinical studies. To become an outstanding surgeon, they reminded themselves to “stay hungry and stay foolish”, and not to fall into the tempting trap of basic research—which is usually thought to be closest to the “Nobel Prize”, whereas clinical work is rather “mathematical” and far from that prize. After graduation and having stepped into the clinics, there came another “remedial phase”—they ran back over every version of anatomical charts from systemic to local anatomy, and “insanely” collected surgical videos of any kind. Whenever they unearthed a “raw footage” (uncut version of a surgical video), they drooled over them no matter how awkward they might look.

After years of training, there came the day when they were finally able to take charge of a particular surgery. Like skating on thin ice, each time they soaked their surgical gowns, but each time they confronted it courageously with that self-belief.

The Goddess of Luck always blesses diligent people. The day when they got promoted from a general surgeon to a
director or professor, they started feeling like the “Nobel Prize” was quietly waving to them, lying somewhere perceivably out of reach.

Nevertheless, a successful operation does not imply a lifelong cure for patients—their conditions are ever-changing and some of them may have the chance of recurrence, which could make surgeons very helpless. Due to our limited knowledge of certain diseases like cancer, researchers need that “quiet moment” to ponder over the mechanism behind a disease—why does it occur? Why does it recur?

Becoming a director or professor is thus like a brand-new journey to them. It’s their time to strengthen their “armies” and enlarge their research base to address all the unanswered questions. Even though they know better than anyone that the “Nobel Prize” is somehow too far-fetched, they will still devote themselves fully to their lifelong research without hesitation, as they realize saving patients’ lives are the most invaluable thing they crave.

Here comes this group of cute, diligent and aspirational surgeons, to which ASJ belong, for which ASJ was born.
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